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Abstract

Many deep learning algorithms have been proposed to solve weaknesses in
peptide identification methods.
However, few are integrated into real search engines in practice.
Several issues, such as licensing, technical expertise and the core design of exis-
ting engines complicate the task.
As a result, computational peptide identification research, especially its en-
hancement by deep learning methods, has been slowed.
We present a peptide search engine specifically designed to make this research
simpler through an ML-aware and extensibility-first design.

Software Deisgn

—Each component is customizable
—Compute properties (batch size, threading, . . .) customizable per stage
—User-specified functons used for each processing stage
—Batched operations everywhere, heterogeneous/deep learning-friendly
—Default score is port of IdentiPy’s RNHS (similar to X !Tandem)
—All intermediary data saved, eases further processing and experiments
—Each stage is restartable, including on other devices

Evaluation

We use the PreoteomeTools [6] synthetic peptide dataset and compare our
engine to commonly used engines in a typical computational pipeline with
rescoring by percolator [4].
The reference engines are IdentiPy [5], Comet [3] and X !Tandem [2].
We match run settings as closely as possible, while also making use of all
engine-specific features available when possible.

— 1 458 831 spectra (FirstPool, HCD at 25 NCE)
—8 410 825 candidate peptides (in-silico digested, including decoys, based

on SwissProt [1])

Runtime Performance

—Test specs : 192GB RAM, Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6130 CPU (64 pseudo-
cores), Intel NVMe SSD, Centos 7 (kernel v.3.10.0)

—Pepid relies heavily on out-of-core operations
—Despite this, runtime is comparable to other engines

Identification Rates

Pepid with the IdentiPy score performs as well or better than common en-
gines.
We show performance both with the classic TDA-FDR method and with
ground truth by using the ProteomeTools synthetic peptide dataset [6]

Conclusion

We presented Pepid, a highly maleable, ML-aware peptide search engines de-
signed to accelerate peptide identification research. Pepid development can be
assessed at https://github.com/lemieux-lab/pepid. A more thorough
description of the software will be made available as software development
progresses.
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